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Summer effect
The ultimate skincare guide for before going to 
the beach. Hair removal, additional moisturising, 
legs without cellulite, sunless tanning... 
Ready to enjoy summer?

Ode tO the SuN
Stop! The sun is not your enemy. You just need the 
right sun protection and to understand the rules 
of exposure to enjoy the sun wherever you are. 
Take note and tan without risk. 

electrO SOul
The arrival of the new season brings trends full of 
light and bright colours. A no make-up effect skin 
and a natural hairstyle contrast with high-impact 
eyes, lips and nails in intense, even neon, colours. 
Our Electro Soul collection has it all, take a look!

Art
This summer, your nails are a canvas. 
You know how powerful they are to elevate your 
look. Colourful tones that express emotions. 
Ready for a colourful manicure and pedicure?

YeS tO cOlOur
The desire to enjoy the summer increases as the 
temperatures rise. Tan skin, make-up and colourful 
nails are in style. Ready for the vacation look?
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The model is wearing:
No. 820 Segura (coral) 
Art collection nail varnish, 
and no. 09 tropical orange 
fixed lipstick.

On the cover
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SU MERM
Effect

The ultimate
skincare guide

for before going to the 
beach. Hair removal, 

additional moisturising, 
legs without cellulite, 

sunless tanning... 
Ready to enjoy 

summer?
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Beauty tips
No. 820 segura 
(coral) art collection 
nail varnish and 
no. 10 warm pink 
fixed lipstick



N

T

No hair 
Don’t wait until the last moment to remove 
your hair. Sunbathing the day after or the 
same day you depilate is not recommended: 
your skin will be reddened and inflamed. 

The wide range of Deliplus hair removal 
products adapts to all your needs. Choose 
your preferred method and show off a soft 
beautiful skin all summer long.

Hot wax tub, special for sensitive skin with 
Monoi perfume, removes short hair from 
the root. Remember, if you heat it in the 
microwave for too long, it loses efficiency. 
Cold wax strips for face and small areas, for 
sensitive skin are fast and easy to use. Warm 
the strips between your hands before use to 
make the most of them.

Master touch
After depilation, apply 

moisturising cream for skin relief 
and faster recovery. The post-hair 

removal balm soothes your skin after 
depilation and includes hair growth 

retardant ingredients.

3, 2, 1… tan!
Horrified of showing your pale skin the first days of summer? We have 
the solution: exfoliate your skin thoroughly with the Exfoliating bath 
gel (1) and then apply the self-tanner of your choice. 
Remember to let it dry for a few minutes before getting dressed.
You can choose among the Self-tanning body milk (2) (its maximum 
tone peaks about 3 hours after applying); the Self-tanning wipes (3), 
which work 3 hours after applying, colour lasts several days and 
it goes away in the shower; the Immediate tan effect body gel (4) 
which goes away after the first shower or the 
Tan effect body milk (5), that gradually 
tans your skin and helps you preserve 
a tan all year.

1

2

3

4

5

Male hair 
reMoval
For body use, 
recommended for male 
hair; efficient with short 
hair. Cold wax strips 
for men, legs and back 
with argan and avocado 
oil. And Depilatory 
cream for men, with hair 
growth retardant.
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a
With vacations around the corner, summer 
is when we care most about showing off a 
beautiful skin. Often, we focus on our face and 
forget about our body, hands and feet. We have 
the ultimate products that your skin needs this 
time of year: easy and comfortable to use, with 
immediate results.

3 Hidra&Go!, discover a new concept in 
moisturisation: body milk in a spray bottle. 
Do you need to moisturise your skin daily 
but don’t have the time? Hidra&Go! makes it 
easy: apply, massage, get dressed. 

 This body milk quickly melts into the skin, 
moisturising it and impregnating it of a fresh 
revitalising fragrance. 

3 Hydrating shower body lotion, a practical 
way of pampering your skin daily thanks to its 
formula enriched with hyaluronic acid and shea 
butter, which moisturise and soften the skin. 

3 Moisturising body oil with aloe vera, 
 perfect to hydrate your body after the shower: 

apply on wet skin, dry with a towel and 
 show off a shiny, soft and hydrated skin.

Remember
Exfoliate before moisturising

for a soft, radiant and 
uniform skin.

A moisturising 
plan

the model is wearing: No. 813 alegre 
(pink) art collection nail varnish and 
no. 07 coral rose colour fix
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colour fix
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3 light legs vials. One vial a 
day will be enough to improve 
circulation in your legs and 
lessen the heaviness.

3 Drenapur sticks with 
blackcurrant, dandelion and 
green tea. Prepare this as a 
cold drink and enjoy it all day 
as a refreshment.

Remember
To complement these 
treatments, exercise 

regularly, eat a balanced 
diet and drink a lot 

of water.

3 Substitute shakes, perfect 
to compensate summer excess. 
Replace two dinners a week for 
a delicious vanilla or chocolate 
shake.

the model is 
wearing: No. 54 
tropical raspberry 
nail varnish and 
no. 08 flash orange 
lipstick KKeep your 

shape in liNe
Now, more than ever, 
keep your guard up and 
note these allies.



SSafe feet
They are the stars of summer. Are you ready to show them 
off? Take care of your feet and let them stand out. To do so, 
follow a simple routine regularly. Exfoliate once or twice a 
week, insisting on the heels. The Foot exfoliant with pumice 
stone particles reduces corns and rough skin, enhancing the 
effect of moisturising creams. To exfoliate, your feet must be 
wet, since dead dry skin absorbs water and removing it will 
be much easier. After a bath or shower, dry them thoroughly 
to avoid fungal infections. Moisturise your feet, ideally before 
bed. The Foot cream for cracked skin (with urea) hydrates 
dry feet in depth and eases the feeling of tightness. If you 
need extra treatment for specific areas with rough skin and 
callouses, the Specific treatment for corns and callouses 
softens and reduces them.

revitalising 
refreshing for 
feet and legs. 
Choose your 
preferred format: 
gel or spray, to 
ease leg and 
feet heaviness 
and fatigue. 
Essential during 
the summer 
months when the 
heat is stifling. 
It is the boost 
of freshness 
you need to 
relieve, calm and 
revitalise.

Now is the time to battle 
the dreaded cellulite. The 
Cold effect anti-cellulite 
gel fights cellulite by 
activating microcirculation, 
improving drainage, and 
refreshing and firming the 
skin. It eases circulatory 
discomfort and tired legs. 
Apply the intensive night-
time reducing treatment, 
with sea plant active 
ingredients and a gentle 
heat effect, in upward circle 
massage movements before 
you go to bed. Thanks to 
its firming and invigorating 
active ingredients, the plant-
scented emulsion viseger 
pharma anti-cellulite helps 
keep cellulite at bay all year.

Your invisible ally? The anti-scratches 
stick creates an invisible layer that 
protects your feet without staining. 
Remember: apply it on problematic 

areas before blisters occur, never 
after or on open wounds.

F SFreshness 
and lightness

Stop cellulite
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SIMPLY FLOWERS
COLLECTION
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Stop! The sun is not 
your enemy. you just 
need the right sun 
protection and to 
understand the rules 
of exposure to enjoy 
the sun wherever you 
are. Take note and 
tan without risk. TO THE SUN

ODE

SIMPLY FLOWERS
COLLECTION
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the model is 
wearing no. 09 
tropical orange 
fixed lipstick



 People with clear eyes and hair colour, and 
very fair skin. Always burns, doesn’t tan. 
The time of exposure before this type of skin 
develops a sunburn is 10 minutes. SPF 50+ 
Very High Protection.

 Blue and brown eyes, blond or red hair, fair 
skin. Almost always burns, sometimes tans. 
Time of exposure before sunburn develops: 
15-20 minutes. SPF 30-50+ High-Very High 
Protection. 

 Light skin that sometimes burns and often 
tans. Time of exposure before sunburn 
develops: 20-30 minutes. SPF 30-50+ High-
Very High Protection.

 Dark hair and eyes. Light or slightly dark skin. 
Rarely burns, always tans. Time of exposure 
before sunburn develops: 30 minutes. SPF 15-
25 Medium Protection.

 Dark skin. Very rarely burns, very intense tan. 
Time of exposure before sunburn develops: 
30-45 minutes. SPF 15-25 Medium Protection. 

 Very dark or black skin. Almost never burns. 
Time of exposure before sunburn develops: 60 
minutes. SPF 6-10 Low Protection.

1
2
3456

We carry sunscreen in our beach 
bag and it seems to relieve our 
conscience, but are you using it 

correctly? The most common mistake is not 
using the appropriate sun protection factor for 
our type of skin. 

SPF, or sun protection factor, indicates the maximum number 
of minutes a person can stand in the sun without burning.

spF 50+ 
sunscreen 
(Milk)

spF 30+ 
sunscreen 
(Milk)

SPF 30 dry 
feel tan 
accelerator

spF 50+ 
sunscreen 
(Milk), 
sensitive 
skin

spF 50+ 
sunscreen 
(Spray)

spF 30+ sunscreen 
(Spray)

spF 30 sunscreen 
(Milk) to go for 
sensitive skin Six 
individual packets.

We also normally make the mistake of protecting 
ourselves from the sun only in the summer, when we head to 
the beach or the pool. Maximum UV radiation occurs between 
the months of April and September, from 12.00 to 16.00. 
Therefore, we must use sunscreen all year long. We also use 
too little of it. See explanation How much sunscreen should I 
use? on page 19.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Which is my phototype 
and what SPF do I need?
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Nose, ears, shoulders, 
nape and feet suffer the 
most. Reapply sunscreen 

often in these areas, especially on 
the first days in the sun. The spF 
50+ transparent sun stick for 
face and body is perfect for these 
areas thanks to its practical format 
and easy application. We also 
recommend applying it over scars, 
tattoos and skin spots that shouldn’t 
be exposed to intense rays of sun. 
Try our new SPF 30 Body and Lips 
2 in 1 Sunscreen, double protection 
against sun and cold all year long.

Careful with the 
most sensitive areas

The perfect recipe 
for a tan, radiant and 

healthy skin? 
Protect it all year long, not only at the beach 

or the pool. When you go for a walk or out for 
coffee in the park, in the city, the mountains and 

especially when practising outdoor sports. 
Don’t forget that skin has memory, sun radiation 

is cumulative. Thus, it is also important 
to preventively take care during childhood 

and teenage years.

lip Balm spF 15 
moisturises, nurtures 
and protects lips 
from the sun.

Protected 
lips
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Using After Sun products 
after exposure is 
important. They help 

prolong the tan and moisturise 
the skin in depth, keeping it 
elastic and toned all summer 
long. Its effects go beyond a 
simple moisturising cream. 
It relieves burning sensation, 
and it helps skin return to 
its optimal hydration level, 
regenerate damaged cells 
and prepare it for subsequent 
exposure. The Aftersun 
repairing lotion prolongs tan 
and is specifically created so 
you can show off that beautiful 
golden hue longer. It combines 
tan-preserving ingredients with 
repairing and calming active 
ingredients, and vitamin E, 
which regenerates skin and 
prevents premature ageing. 
If you prefer the refreshing 
sensation of the gel texture, 
choose After sun gel with 
aloe, with aloe vera to calm and 
regenerate your skin, leaving it 
moisturised and healthy.

The 
perfect ally

Beauty tips
3 After being in the sun, shower in warm or cold water. 

Avoid hot water since it dries skin even more.

3 If your skin needs more hydration, apply After Sun 
lotion as many times as necessary; it will also be 
refreshing and calming.

3 Store your After Sun in the fridge to reinforce its 
refreshing power when applying it after a day 

 in the sun.
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Important recommendations
Time of exposure
Limit sun exposure 
time and avoid the 
hours with high 
radiation, between 
11.00 and 16.00.

30 minutes before sun 
exposure, apply sunscreen 
abundantly on all your skin 
until it is completely absorbed. 
Avoid contact with fabrics to 
prevent stains.

Reapply sunscreen 
every 2 hours or after 
swimming, sweating or 
drying with a towel.

Sensitive areas
Pay attention to the 
most sensitive areas in 
the body (nose, ears, 
shoulders, nape and feet) 
and avoid contact of the 
product with your eyes.

Protect yourself with 
clothes, hat and 
sunglasses.

babies and 
children
Exposing children 
under 3 to the sun 
or direct sunlight is 
not recommended.

outdoor 
activities
Take precautions 
during outdoor 
activities. 

Choose an 
appropriate SPF 
for your skin 
phototype.

hydration 
Drink water frequently 
and hydrate your skin 
after sun exposure.

Some medicines 
can cause 
photosensitivity 
reactions.
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Swimming, playing, biking... always taking 
care of children’s delicate skin. spF 50+ 
children’s sunscreen (milk and spray), 
SPF 50+ sunscreen for sensitive and 
atopic skin types, and SPF 50+ children’s 
sunscreen spray. What about after sun 
exposure? Calm, repair and hydrate their 
skin with Children’s aftersun lotion, for 
immediate relief thanks to its active calming 
ingredients such as aloe vera, mimosa 
and calendula. Choose easy-to-apply skin-
pampering water-resistant products with 
very high SPF for the youngest ones.

Fun under     the sun 
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hOw much 
SuNScreeN 

ShOuld I uSe?

To observe sun protection 
factor, apply the product 
in the indicated amounts. 
If less is used, protection 

factor decreases.

For the face...

For the rest of areas...

One finger 
with cream

two fingers 
of cream 
per area...

... or six spray 
or aerosol 
pulverisations.

... or twelve 
spray or aerosol 
pulverisations.
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The arrival of the new season brings trends full of light and 
bright colours. a no make-up effect skin and a natural hairstyle 
contrast with high-impact eyes, lips and nails in intense, even 
neon, colours. Our Electro Soul collection has it all, 
take a look!

ElEctro
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ElEctrIc SummEr
Choose a strong look this summer with an electric 
green gaze thanks to no. 02 eyeliner, no. 105 
eyeliner pencil and no. 102 lash mascara. Achieve 
plump lips with glossy shine effect with a flash 
of colour: no. 1 coral lip gloss, and no. 832 neon 
orange nails varnish; all from the Electro Soul 
collection.

No. 02 electric 
green eyeliner

No. 105 
electric green 
eyeliner pencil

No. 02 
electric 
green lash 
mascara

No. 01 
coral lip 
gloss

No. 832 neon 
orange nail varnish
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PInk
attractIon
What is the secret of a trendy 
make-up? A framed gaze, precisely 
and colourfully defined with no. 01 
eyeliner, no. 104 eyeliner pencil and 
no.01 lash mascara; all of them in 
electric blue. On the lips, no. 02 violet 
lip gloss and neon on the nails with 
no. 831 pink varnish. 

No. 01 electric 
blue eyeliner

No. 104 
electric blue 
eyeliner 
pencil

No. 01 electric blue 
lash mascara

No. 02 violet 
lip gloss

No. 831 neon 
pink nail varnish
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You already know how 
powerful they are to elevate 
your look. Colourful tones 

that express emotions. 
Ready for a colourful 

manicure and pedicure?

art
YOUR NAILS ARE YOUR CANVAS

this
suMMer

the model is wearing:
No. 815 Divertida (yellow) 

and no. 816 positiva 
(white) nail varnishes from 

the art collection (limited 
edition). On the lips, the 
creamy lipstick no. 09 

in fire red



how
CoLouRFuL!
do you want the perfect 
mani-pedi? colour your nails 
in one of the season’s tones. 
hands and feet in no. 818 
salvaje (green) nail varnish 
art collection and lips in 
creamy lipstick no. 09 fire red. 
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FiNe
arts
Almost all tones of blue 
will complete even the 
most summery looks. 
No. 817 Libre (blue) Art 
collection nail varnish 
and no. 10 warm pink 
fixed lipstick.





The desire to enjoy the summer increases 
as the temperatures rise. Tan skin, 

make-up and colourful nails are in style. 
Ready for the vacation look?

Yesto colour

the model is wearing: 
No. 54 tropical 
raspberry nail 

varnish and no. 08 
flash orange lipstick
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Colour fix lipstick

Two new long lasting colour fix 
lipsticks, no. 07 coral rose and 
no. 08 flash orange. Forget about 
touch-ups for hours. Your lips will 
have a silky matte finishing, with 
a velvety effect, and a deep long-
lasting colour.

1

Long lasting eye shadow - 
Limited edition

Do you know how to apply it?
Apply it directly on the eyelid with the 
pencil for an intense colour. For a lighter 
effect, you can blend it with your fingertips 
or an eye-shadow brush.

The revolution 
of colour 
Green, blue, pink and orange. Why not? 
Flashy colours for a bold make-up. It 
is time to dream: play with chromatic 
energy, colour palettes, textures... 
Boldness and attitude are key. 

the model is wearing: long lasting 
no. 12 silver blue and no. 13 golden 
green eye shadows, and lips in colour 
fix no. 07 coral rose
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Beauty tip
For the fixed lipstick to last, allow the colour to dry for 
a few seconds before applying the gloss. Reapply the 
gloss as many times as you want during the day. 
To remove long lasting make-up easily, use a two-phase 
or specific make-up removing product.

2
Two new colours: no. 10 warm pink and no. 09 tropical 
orange fixed lipstick. The Duo Fixed Lipstick has two 
types of applicator and two different textures. The first 
step, a sponge applicator and a creamy texture to give 
colour; the second step, a brush applicator and a gel 
texture to provide gloss.

Strawberry kisses
Très chic
The colour of this fruit will be the star of 
summer days. Lips and nails will wear its best 
version to provide a retro touch. And to finish 
the look, a slightly tanned face. 

No. 39 sweet 
strawberry 
nail varnish

the model is wearing: 
No. 09 tropical 
orange fixed lipstick

the model 
is wearing: 
No. 10 warm 
pink fixed 
lipstick
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Take care and 
protect your skin
48h+ protection for our most demanding 
customers. Efficiency and control all day 
long. Extra Protection Deodorant for 
women and men, spray and roll-on. 3

4
La vie en rose
One of the most versatile and 
sweet colours. Now, more than 
ever, be caught in its positive 
vibrations. 

Take note:
No. 18 soft peony 
nail varnish. 
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Summer 
mode ON
If you want to make the most of 
your vacations, don’t forget to 
bring the appropriate hair-care 
products. Protection, hydration, 
care... as well as treatment, 
texture or fixation. 

Exotic protecting shampoo 
and conditioner.

Flexible curls hair mousse, the 
last step in your hairdo, for a 
long-lasting shape and fixation 
with provitamin B5 and UV filter. 
Curls shine more naturally and 
have better movement.

5
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NEW BODY LOTIONS

Sweet temptation




